“The Pill™ will make you a better,
more consistent putter”
Paul Nagi Inventor

designed to give you immediate feedback on the quality of your stroke
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The Pill™ is the only practice device designed to
be played all the way to the hole.

The Pill™ is a putting aid that will only roll when struck with a square
face. This modified golf ball is designed to give you immediate
feedback on the quality of your putting stroke. If hit improperly the
ball will either lean to one side and roll off line, or tumble wildly.

What people are saying
Golf Digest

editors pick at
PGA Show 2013

Links Magazine

PGA show 2013
... This year, one
favourite, is The Pill

My Golf Spy

“Why didn’t I think
of that?” Some of
the best training
aids require no
explanation...
I think this is a
surefire winner

The Rope

If the way you
putt is making
you sick take
The Pill

Immediate
feedback on the
quality of your
putting stroke

Myrtle Beach Golf ’s
Five products that should be on your Rader.
The PillTM ... one of the coolest products at
the PGA show... it’s a unique and worthwhile practice tool. It can also be used on the
course or in the house... this is a must have.”

2nd Swing
Best moments of the PGA - Its a simple yet
powerful training tool you can use in your
living room or on the practice green - at the
show, we watched it being putt through an
8 foot break and if your strokes is true it
will remain upright which is pretty amazing.
This is definitely something we’ll be stocking
in our retail locations soon.
Mike Oliver (Store Manager)

Products
Single Pill

Proshops
& Retailers

Warm up
bag 3 Pills

Personalised

Professionals
& Teachers
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